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a b s t r a c t

We consider sample size calculation to obtain sufficient estimation precision and control
the length of confidence intervals under high dimensional assumptions. In particular, we
intend to providemore general results for sample size determinationwhen a large number
of parameter values need to be computed for a fixed sample. We consider three design
approaches: normal approximation, inequality method and regression method. These
approaches are applied to sample size calculation in estimating the Net Reclassification
Improvement (NRI) and the Integrated Discrimination Improvement (IDI) for a diagnostic
or screening study. Two medical examples are also provided as illustration. Our results
suggest the regression method in general can yield a much smaller sample size than other
methods.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction 1

Diagnostic or screening tests are used to detect the patient disease status in medical practice. The accuracy of these 2

tests may be assessed by all kinds of traditional statistical methods such as sensitivity and specificity (Zhou et al., 2011). 3

In recent population studies it becomes more and more imperative to evaluate the accuracy gain when new information 4

such as new biomarker or new model structure has been added into the existing diagnostic procedure. In practice in order 5

to study the general diagnostic accuracy performance of statistical methods, we must obtain an appropriate data set with 6

a reasonable sample size. A study with inadequate sample size may not have sufficient statistical efficiency to achieve a 7

meaningful finding. On the other hand, it may be wasteful and unethical to conduct a study with too large a sample size. 8

There are abundant sample size calculation approaches for various statistical problems; see for example Chow et al. (2007). 9

Within the diagnostic medicine literature, one can find a comprehensive review for sample size calculation in chapter 6 of 10

Zhou et al. (2011). Additionally, Obuchowski and Zhou (2002) considered sample size calculation for diseased and non- 11

diseased subjects required for attaining a prespecified conditional power to test hypotheses regarding diagnostic accuracy 12

measures. Li and Fine (2004) extended earlier sample size formula for case-control studies to prospective cohort studies and 13

provided a justification for the commonly used prevalence inflationmethod. Steinberg et al. (2009) investigated sample size 14

methods for positive and negative predictive values which may depend on the disease prevalence. 15

In general, sample size calculation is performed to meet certain optimality criteria, controlling either the Type I/II errors 16

in a hypothesis test problem or the length and confidence level of a confidence interval in an estimation problem (Zhou 17

et al., 2011). Earlier authors (Pencina et al., 2012; Leening et al., 2014) usually prefer the confidence interval approach to 18

make inference in lieu of the hypothesis test approach. In this paper we aim at designing the sample size to attain sufficient 19
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estimation precision and controlling the length of confidence intervals, and we will focus on sample size methods for the1

interval estimation.2

Accuracy measures are frequently reported for biomarker studies where a large number of tests are evaluated simul-3

taneously using the same data set. See Li and Fine (2008) and Li et al. (2013) for examples. Sample size calculation thus4

needs to acknowledge the high-dimension feature of the data set. A common approach is to use the asymptotic distribution5

of the estimator. However, if the study does not admit very large number of subjects, asymptotic approximation may6

be questionable. Without assuming the asymptotic distribution, van der Laan and Bryan (2001) proposed an inequality7

approach to calculate sample size for the mean estimation using Bernstein’s inequality. This method provides a bound for8

the sample size required for a fixed significance level and only requires the existence of second ordermoments.Wewill adopt9

a similar method of using probability inequalities to calculate the sample size needed to obtain certain estimation accuracy.10

We further propose a regression approach when a training set is available. This approach may be less conservative than the11

normal approximation and the inequality approach. A regression calibration method has been used recently in Dobbin and12

Song (2013) for the estimation of regression coefficients in proportional hazards models. However, the authors considered a13

deterministic sample size computation under a very complicated calibration model. In this paper, we propose three sample14

size calculation approaches. The first approach is based on the normal approximation while the second approach is based15

on the probability inequalities. These methods may lead to very large sample size requirement. A third approach based on16

regression calibration is also proposed and may provide more realistic sample sizes in practice.17

Pencina et al. (2008) proposed two quantitative criteria based on reclassification to directly evaluate the extent to18

which a new predictor improves classification performance: the net reclassification improvement (NRI) and integrated19

discrimination improvement (IDI). These new statistics received wide acceptance in health science research. Uno et al.20

(2013) and Li et al. (2013) extended the formulation of NRI and IDI to failure time outcomes and multicategory outcomes,21

respectively. Because the NRI and the IDI yield lucid probability assess on diagnostic accuracy improvement, they have both22

beenwidely reported and discussed inmedical literature since their creation (Pencina et al., 2008). Recently Steyerberg et al.23

(2010) assessed the performance of predictionmodels using a variety ofmethods andmetrics and suggested that theNRI and24

the IDI can gain insight into the value of adding a novel predictor to an established model; Pencina et al. (2012) compared25

the NRI, the IDI and the ROC curve under nested models and recommended to report these three measures together to26

characterize the performance of the final model as these three measures offered complementary information. Some authors27

suggest combining these reclassification statisticswith various calibrationmeasures and decision analyticmeasures to avoid28

spurious claims of improved prediction and erroneous clinical inference (Pencina et al., 2011, 2012; Leening et al., 2014;29

Kerr et al., 2014). However, very little researchwork is available on the design of an epidemiological study for the estimation30

of the NRI and the IDI. As an application of our approaches we obtain explicit sample size calculation for studies aiming to31

evaluate the NRI and the IDI.32

In the rest of this paper we will first introduce three approaches for sample size calculation, followed by extensive33

simulations results and two medical examples when these approaches are applied to evaluate the NRI and IDI estimation.34

Some remarks will also be provided at the end of this paper.35

2. Methods36

Suppose we are interested in estimating a parameter θ = (θ1, . . . , θp)T ∈ Rp with a sample of size n where n ≪ p. This37

is the so-called large-p-small-n setting. We usually construct an estimator θ̂ = (θ̂n1, . . . , θ̂np)T from the sample which may38

have nice asymptotic properties. The research question of this article is to design a sample size n such that the estimation39

errors of all the covariates are bounded by ϵ with high probability 1 − α.40

2.1. Method 1: normal approximation41

In this section we assume that the distribution or asymptotic distributions of
√
n
(
θ̂nj − θj

)
is N

(
0, σ 2

j

)
for k = 1, . . . , p.42

This is achievable for many parameter estimation problems. We may use such asymptotic results to compute the sample43

size. For large n, we have44

P

(√
n|θ̂nj − θj|

σj
> zα/2

)
< α, (1)45

where zα is the upper α quantile of the standard normal distribution. Let ϵ = |θ̂nj − θj| be the anticipated error margin. We46

obtain the following sample size formula47

n∗
=

z2α/2σ
2
j

ϵ2
. (2)48

Using this formula ensures that the estimation error for θk is bounded by ϵ with probability 1 − α. However, this formula is49

appropriate if we only study one parameter (p = 1).50
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